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on a rigid surface. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This letter deals with the modelling of the motion of a disk rolling without slipping on a rigid 
surface. In this work, the fundamental building blocks for the dynamical model of the motion 
are derived for a class of surfaces. That is, the mathematical expressions for the disk’s angular 
velocity vector, the disk’s center of mass velocity vector, and the nonholonomic constraints at 
the point of contact between the disk and the surface are derived for a class of surfaces. Using 
these results, one can construct, for a given member of this class of surfaces, the Lagrangian 
function [l], and consequently, derive the Lagrange equations for the disk’s motion. 
DYNAMICAL MODEL 
This work deals with the modelling of the motion of a disk rolling without slipping on a rigid 
surface, given below. Let I, J, and K be unit vectors along an inertial (X, Y, Z)-coordinate 
system. It is assumed here that the surface is represented by 
rs(u, w) = ~(21, v)I + y(zl, v)J + z(u, v)K, (21, v) E D, (1) 
where V is an open set in 8’. It is assumed here that the mapping rs of 2) into ?R3 is a coordinate 
patch of class C” (m 2 1). That is, 
(i) rs is of class C” on D; 
(ii) & x % # 0 for all (u, V) E 2); 
(iii) r:is l-l and bicontinuous on 2) (see [2] for more details). 
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It is further assumed here that: the shape of the terrain (given by (l)), and the radius a of the 
disk are such that during the disk’s motion, at each instant, there is only one point of contact 
between the disk and the terrain. 
Define the following vectors: 
drs -’ drs 
e1 = du /I /I ars -l ars - - au ’ e2 = dv /I /I - - dv ’ e~=i~~x~~~-‘($x~). (2) 
It is assumed here that the vectors ek, k = 1,2,3 constitute an orthonormal system. Thus, this 
work is confined to a class of surfaces for which this assumption holds. Hence, (ei, e2, ea) is an 
orthonormal coordinate system, ek = ek(u, v), k = 1,2,3. Let n = fliei + &e2 + &es denote 
the vector angular velocity of (ei,es,es), then, from the relations 
%=flxe 
dt k, 
k = 1,2,3, 
and equations (l),(2), it follows that: 
de1 - = !&ten - &es, 
dt 
de2 
- = -%el + Clle3, 
dt 
de3 
- = ibe1 - ille2, 
dt (3) 
where flk = &(u, %,v, g), k = 1,2,3. It is assumed here that the origin of (ei,es,es) is 
attached to, and moving with, the point of contact r-c between the disk and the surface. Note 
that 
rc = X(W, VC)I + Y(W, uc)J + Z(W, uc)K, 
where (uc,vc) E V. Denote by k 
(4) 
k = sin B cos $ei + sin 6 sin 4es + cos Bes, (5) 
a unit vector along the axis of the disk. Then, the vectors ie and i$, given by ie = $$ and 
id = (l/sin 0) g are at all times in the plane of the disk. Define the following vectors, i and j: 
i = cos $& + sin $i+, j = - sin $ie + cos $i+, (6) 
which are always in the plane of the disk. Hence, the following relations are obtained: 
where 
(7) 
cosBcos~cos$~ - sinf$sin$ cosOsin4cos$ +cos+sin* - sin e cos 7j 
E= -cosBcos+sin$ - sindcos$ -cosBsindsin$ + cos+cos1c, sinesin+ . 
sin 19 cos C$ sin e sin C$ cos 6 1 
For such a relation between (i, j, k)T and (I, J, K)T see, for example, [l]. By using the relations 
di . dj . dk 
z=wDx& z=WDxJ, dt -=wWgXk, WD = Wli $ W2.j f wsk, 
where WD is the angular velocity vector of the disk, the following equations are obtained: 
3 
w1 = $sin*- ~sinBcos*+Cei&, 
k=l 
W~=~COS~+~sin8SinI+i:F2k~k, 
k=l 
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where the notation Eij = eij, i, j = 1,2,3, is being used as above. Also, since wg = welel + 
we2e2 + weses, it follows that: 
d?l, w,i = zsinBcos@- $sin$+Ili, dll, w,z = zsinHsin~+$cos~+!&, 
ws=~+%os19+~ e dt dt 3, 
where, in both representations of WD, that is, in the (i, j, k) and the (er, es, es), representations, 
fit,, = flk(UC,$&%>~), k = 1,2,3. Let ro denote the center of the disk, and denote by rc 
the point of contact between the disk and the rigid terrain, thus, 
where a 
TO = rc - aie, 
is the radius of the disk. It follows from (2) and (4) 
drc - = cr(7I)%ei + 8(q)%e2, 
dt 
where 77 = (UC,WC) and ek = ek(v), k = 1,2,3. Thus, by using (9), (lo), and the expression 
for ie, equation (9) yields 
dro 
vo = - = we1 + 11,282 + wue3e3, dt (11) 
where 
W,l = a(q)% + a @ ~sin8cos~i zcosQsin$ 
> 
+a02sinB+aRscosBsin~, 
(12) 
dt9 @ ~sinBsin$- zcosecos~ 
> 
-aG21sine-aR3cos0cos& 
(13) 
we3 = acost? ( de dt -Risinti+&cos4 > . (14) 
Let H(uc, WC) be an orthonormal matrix such that (ei, es, es)T = H(uc, wc)(I, J, K)T. Then, 
one can use (4) and (9) to obtain V = mDg((rC - ais), K), where (., .) denotes the inner product 
between two vectors, and mD denotes the mass of the disk. The mathematical expression of H 
depends on the form of the surface rs. 
Denote by IDj, j = 1,2,3, the moments of inertia of the disk about the i, j, and k axes, 
respectively. Using the “thin wheel” approximation, we have IDi = 102 = 0.25m~a’, 1~s = 
0.5mDa2. 
Thus, the Lagrangian function for the system’s motion is given by 
where V is given above and z$, = [[vo[(~. Thus, 0, 4, and 11 are playing here the following 
roles: 0 is the leaning angle of the disk, that is, the angle between the disk’s axis and the e3-axis 
where for t9 = 7r/2 the plane of the disk is vertical to the (ei, ez)-tangent plane (at the point rc); 
i+ represents the direction of the disk on the (er,ez)-tangent plane to the surface at r-c; 
II, represents the angle of rotation of the disk around its axis; and (UC, WC) represents the point 
of contact on the surface. 
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The motion of the disk involves rolling without slipping. This leads to the condition (see, for 
example, [l]) 
VO + uD x a&j = 0, (16) 
at rc, where vo and wg are given in the (el, e2, es) basis. Hence, equation (16) leads to 
Denote 
a(~)% - a$ sin $ = 0, dvc W j3(~)~+a-$zOs~=0. 
A= -asin$ (u(7)) 0 
acos$ 0 > P(V) 
(17) 
(18) 
Since rank A = 2 on D, it, follows that equations (17) constitute two independent. nonholonomic 
constraints for the motion of the disk on the surface given by (1). 
Hence, having the expressions for Wk, V&, k = 1,2,3, V, and equations (17), one can derive the 
equations of motion of the disk by using the Lagrangian, (15), and equations (17). 
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